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Purpose of this document
As we live in a time of change and uncertainty, we need
to be constantly aware of how this is impacting brands,
people and media.
We at Dentsu want to be part of your journey and offer
you a helping hand. We have created this document
that will
1. Summarize top level actions you should take in
regard to media planning
2. Go through the changes on intermedia level,
supported with checklists of each media.
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Media Actions - Recap
Looking at the changes in media
consumption, consider:

1.

Increase digital presence to reflect
consumer behaviour. Harvest brand safety
tools.

2.

Increase social presence and invest in
social listening tools and community
management.

3.

Maintain video investments to keep the
brand in-mind (make sure the message is
relevant for this situation).

4.

Decrease cinema, outdoor and offline
retail activities.
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TV - Changes in TV viewing, All channels
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Source: Finnpanel / AdEdge 2020: average time viewed per day & daily reach (1min continuous viewing)
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A65+

Changes in TV viewing, Commercial channels
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Checklist for advertisers:

20

• Consider if utilizing additional benefits that channels
offer is possible: +10% more contacts to new
campaigns between 19.3-3.5 (MTV Media), 26.3-3.5
(Sanoma) and 19.3-30.5 (Discovery network
Finland).
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*In target audience A4+, week 12 vs. w1-10 average)
Source: Finnpanel / AdEdge 2020: average time viewed per day & daily reach (1min continuous viewing)
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Cinema
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Cinema

Many movie theaters have closed their
doors until 13th of April.
As Finnish government is taking more
strict actions against the pandemic, it’s
almost certain that the theatres will
remain closed longer.

Checklist for advertisers:
• Plan long term – as many movie premieres have
been postponed due to COVID-19 we are most
likely going to see peak in movie visits after
restrictions ease up.

Source:HS.fi 17.3 Sisäministeriön uusi linjaus: Elokuvateatterit saavatkin
olla auki ja esittää elokuvia kuten normaalisti
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Outdoor
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Outdoor
•

Movement has decreased compared to a week before first governments restrictions and
it is likely to decrease even more.

•

As estimated earlier, people have started to avoid city centers and usage of public
transportation has decreased.

•

Our hypothesis is that people are spending more time outdoor near nature than before
at Helsinki Greater Area,

•

Traffic at cottage municipalities has increased. However this is likely to decrease as
government have restricted movement from Helsinki Greater Area to other areas of
Finland until 19th of April.

•

People are still visiting hypermarkets, but the share of home deliveries has increased.

Checklist for advertisers:
• Avoid placements at city centers, shopping malls and public
transportation.
• Point of sale placements still reach people well and is a way to impact on
purchase decision.

-39%

Decrease in
movement at
Helsinki*

~1/3

Decrease in
movement at
Turku,
Tampere and
Oulu*

+48%
Increase in
movement at
one of the
biggest cottage
municipalities*

-45%
Traffic at
entrance
highways of
Helsinki
between
7-10AM

*Comparing 11.3 to 18.3 – week after
government`s restrictions.

Source: MTV.fi: Suomi on jähmettynyt ja peannut koronaa mökeille, 20.3.2020, HS.fi: HS.fi: Ihmiset liikkuivat aiempaa vähemmän – HS kerää yhteen reaaliaikaiset tiedot taudin etenemisestä, 20.3.2020
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Global digital & social media trends
Web traffic has increased
worldwide by 8-30% creating
an opportunity for online marketers to
be more visible in digital channels

70%

2X

Amount of
WhatsApp calls
compared to YoY
in places most
impacted by the
virus.

People use more of what is familiar:
People now spend more time on all those platforms
they were already addicted to – mainly local news
sites, blogs, video streaming and social media channels.

More people
using
Messenger

60%

increase in
Pinterest
searches for
immune boosting
recipes*

2X

LIVE

Large increase
in usage of
FB and IG live

More time in
group video
calls globally,
week-overweek

*In the last two weeks vs. two weeks prior

Source: Facebook and Pinterest
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Local digital & social media trends

• People are spending more time in social
media, for example Jodel usage has increased
by 12% in Finland.
• Digital news medias have seen significant
growth in both page views and session times.
• HS currently does not require a paid
subscription to view any corona related
news which strengthen its position.
• Medias with discussion forums, such as
vauva.fi or suomi24.fi, have also seen peaks
in visits concurring with local COVID-19
related news or announcements.
• Consumption continues to be heavy on mobile
devices, as was the trend before as well.
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Checklist for advertisers:
• Go where users are: Control the selection of each media and
placement carefully, complement with brand safety tools.
• Brands can play an important role in providing ideas for example
what to do with kids at home, recipes.
• Don't shy away from gaming content - Did you know most mobile
puzzle games are played by +25-year-olds?
• Consider using dynamic banner content: with a dynamic banner
set up each message can be amended instantly to suit every
occasion.
• Programmatic buys require no commitment to a specific media
and incur no cancellation fees, so we recommend these now more
than ever.

Influencers
•

As expected, engagement with influencers has been increasing: people are spending
more time with the content and there has been increase in amount of direct messages
followers are sending to influencers.
•

•

According to Troot, followers want to share their thoughts and worries about
teh COVID-19 situation and lockdown and seek support from influencers.

Podcast listening emphasis on the go moments and there has been some decline in
amount of listeners, but no clear trend as this varies between influencers.

•

Instagram live is been used more than before as a way to engage with followers.

•

Most of the influencers are using their power to influence for good by reminding
followers to for example stay at home and support local companies.

~19%

Increase in traffic to
blogs*

+10%
5-10%

Checklist for advertisers:

DM

Increase in
traffic coming
from social
media*

Increase in
reading times*

• Find ways to utilize the deep relationship influencers have with their followers.
• Consider tone of voice.
• Try to think how your brand could be present on an influencer’s Instagram Live, but
be alert by monitoring the comment stream.
Source: Indieplace, Asennemedia, Troot, Babler
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*Indieplace influencers

Online video
•

Video consumption is going up at various platforms.

•

With consumption going up services like YouTube, Netflix and Disney, have committed to
reducing video quality in Europe to avoid straining the internet.

•

People are turning to online video to adapt, cope and connect.
•

•

+40%

Increase in time
consumed at
Ruutu*

On YouTube globally people are increasingly consuming content related to
learning at home, recipies around non-perishable items, coping mechanics to
manage stress and workouts to do at home.

Viaplay cut their monthly fee after COVID-19 related cancellation of sport content to
avoid people cancelling their subscriptions.

+78%
+14%
Increase in
commercial
viewing at
MTV.fi **

Checklist for advertisers:

• Be contextually relevant: Consider utilizing the content that people are currently
watching more through targeting and providing content around the themes that
people are increasingly interested in.
• People are now more prone to view longer times so mind the frequency and
vary content.

+10%
Increase in
Elisa Viihde
usage***

Increase in
viewing movies
at Ruutu*

+57%

Global increase
in home
workouts avg
daily uploads on
YouTube

*Week 12 vs. week 11 2020
Source: Ruutu: Sanoma TAT-data, MTV palvelu: MTV Media internal data, YouTube data global, Elisa Instagram
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**In March vs. 2019
***Last weekend, w 12

Search
• "korona" and "uutiset" searches surpassed digital media giants Facebook
and YouTube on Google.

Search themes that have
increased heavily:

• In general search volumes, especially brand searches, have decreased on
most business areas.
• E-retail has seen increased popularity amongst audiences that usually
would not buy online.

HEALTH
SUPPLIES

• Click here for more info on how the search behavior has changed.
INVESTING
Checklist for advertisers:
•

Depending on your vertical, sales may be impacted so if your sales increase: Uncap budgets to
maximise visibility & Start new activities to reach new audiences. If sales are decreasing move from
driving performance to branding, and maintaining top of mind and SOV

•

Use Search Ads to let your customers know how you can help (we are open, we can deliver, we will
keep you informed)

•

Update your feeds to reflect stock situation

•

Keep My Business updated with your opening times

•

Add information on your website about your business’ current status
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TAKE
AWAY

FOOD
RECIPIES

WHAT TO
DO AT
HOME

Experiental
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Experiental
•

In the time of restrictions people are craving for
experiences and ways to stay connected more
than ever.

•

The whole event industry is working together
for common good to find solutions.

Checklist for advertisers:
• Be innovative and utilize virtual environment to create unique
and positive experiences for people.
• People look for routines, so be consistent when creating
continnuos content series or virtual events etc.
• Plan long term to be prepared when the restrictions ease up.
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Print
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Print
• Over 90% of magazines and newspapers are subscription based, so we are not
estimating that avoiding public places has decreased the amount of readers for most of
the publications.
• Magazines’ single copy purchases have even increased according to Sanoma
Lifestyle, especially Glorian Koti, Kodin Kuvalehti & Aku Ankka.
• Usage of digital newspapers has increased significantly as well as the time spent within
content.
• For example HS.fi and IS.fi web visitors are interested in pandemic-related
content, but also increasingly in entertainment and theme-related articles.

+71%

Increase in visits to
HS.fi & IS.fi*

76%

Checklist for advertisers:
• Find ways to utilize the lock down and readers waiting for their daily mail.
• Keep in mind that magazine’s material deadline is usually 3-4 weeks before
publication, in which time the situation might have changed completely
compared to the current situation.
• Consider including brain teasers, tasks or handicrafts in your marketing
materials; cut out figures for children to play with, word puzzles, enigmas for
adults, recipes against boredom etc.

Source: KMT 2019, Kärkimedia, Sanoma Media, Sanoma Lifestyle
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of Finns read
printed
magazines
every month

*Compared to same time last year

Audio
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Audio

•

Listening has moved home, creating new habits – streaming consumption in
the home across devices such as desktop, gaming consoles, TVs and
speakers are beginning to grow globally according to Spotify.

•

According to recent study made by Bauer media, radio consumption has not
decreased.

•

Audio (music, radio, podcast etc) brings comfort to people and keep us
company in times of solitude.

Listening
habits
evolve
+10%

70%

have continued
to consume radio
like they used to
before COVID19.*

increase in Bauer
Media online radio
consumption*

Checklist for advertisers:
• Consider how your brand could relief stress, offer moment of pause or promote
wellness.
• Avoid creating a sence of urgency.
• Provide ways to stay connected through audio.

Source: Bauer Media panel survey 20.-23.3.2020. n=615 (+15 y). AdsWizz Audiometrics, Sanoma and Spotify
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*Week 12 compared to the
start of the year.

How can we
help?

Please contact your client team or
send us an email at
dentsu.finland@dentsuaegis.com
for more information.
Be safe.

